Absence of sterol-specific complexes at active zones of degenerating and regenerating frog neuromuscular junctions.
Freeze-fracture combined with filipin treatment has been used as a cytochemical probe for membrane cholesterol. As previously shown at the frog neuromuscular junction, distinctive sterol-specific complexes were formed on the presynaptic membrane after filipin treatment, except at active zones. The absence of sterol-specific complexes from active zones was confirmed using two other cytochemical agents--digitonin and saponin. We also studied the maintenance and differentiation of the presynaptic membrane heterogeneity revealed by membrane cholesterol probes at degenerating and regenerating neuromuscular junctions. During degeneration, active zones in frog nerve terminals were disorganized, but still lacked sterol-specific complexes. After engulfing the degenerating nerve terminals, Schwann cells occupied the synaptic gutters and displayed a uniform distribution of sterol-specific complexes. Schwann cell ridges opposite the postjunctional folds also had prominent sterol-specific complexes in regions formerly occupied by active zones. By 2 weeks after nerve crush, nerve terminals reinvaded the endplate region and active zones began to regenerate. While the intramembrane particles of the early regenerating active zones were not arranged in the normal double-rowed organization, filipin-sterol complexes were nevertheless excluded from these primitive active zones. Areas of nerve terminal membrane opposite to junctional folds but lacking active zones were covered with filipin-sterol complexes. These results show that the normal double-rowed organization is not required for the expression of the membrane heterogeneity associated with the active zone. In addition, the absence of sterol-specific complexes is closely associated with the active zone particles and not simply the membrane regions opposite to the postjunctional folds. The membrane heterogeneity does not seem to be directly linked with the functional state of the active zone since it is still associated with degenerating active zones after transmission failure has occurred.